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Superintendent’s Report – May 9, 2018 

 

 1)      Assabet Valley Collaborative – Last year Auburn had made application to join the AVC.  On April 12, 

2018 our newly appointed Commissioner of Education, Jeff Riley, approved the amendment which officially 

recognizes the school committee of Auburn as a member district.  The Superintendent of Schools has actively 

been attending our meetings this year, and we are delighted to officially welcome them to the collaborative. 
(Standard 3, 4) 

2)      Communication Survey – I previously reported that two focus groups were convened earlier this year to 

discuss communication processes throughout the district.  We have now followed up on that work and have sent 
out two communication surveys; one to our staff and one to our families.  We have also completed background 

work on email traffic throughout the district and are looking at volume of information disseminated.  We are 

reviewing district-wide tools and processes and have begun the process of doing a full scale revision of our 

current web site. 
(Standard 3) 

3)      Town Meetings – I would like to offer a heartfelt note of thanks to everyone involved in our budget process 

and Town meetings.  A special thank you to everyone in our communities who attended these meetings and 

supported our budget and our additional articles.  Our schools and district achievement is directly linked to the 
support and commitment we receive annually from our communities – and we are most appreciative. 
(Standard 2, 3) 

4)      MCAS Update – We are wrapping up our MCAS process for the year.  It was a successful implementation 

of another year of the CBA (Computer Based Assessment) for those students directly involved in this 

iteration.  Thank you to our staff, administration, and IT personnel.  A note of congratulations to the students who 

worked hard to do their very best on these tests. 
(Standard 1) 

5)      Staffing – We are continuing to work through staffing changes and shifts, which is a typical process for this 

time of the school year in any school district.    
(Standard 1, 2, 3) 

6)      Budget FY19 – Our work continues in this area.  To create a budget is a separate process from bringing 

that budget to life and preparing for its implementation, which is the phase of the process in which we are 
currently operating.  Meetings continue to refine and orchestrate those processes we had presented. 
(Standard 1, 2, 3) 

7)      Superintendent Meetings – I continue to meet with local superintendents and explore possibilities to work 

together as administrators or districts.  I meet individually as well as at various job alike groupings. I also continue 

to meet with state officials to maintain connections and support our efforts within NRSD.  These meetings are 

always fruitful and helpful to our own district efforts. 
(Standard 3,4) 

8)      School Committee Changes – Congratulations and thanks to Kathy Codianne for agreeing to remain on 

our NRSD School Committee for an additional term. A special thanks to Neil Darcy and Mark Jones. 

 


